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A b m d  - In this paper. a micmscoplc 3D image is 
reconstructed for a miem-manipulation system. The 3D Image 
reconstruction i s  based on a hinoeulpr sbreo vis100 aystem. We 
propox a new method c a d  "support value" to solrc 
correspondence problems Geometric ronrtrdnts are added to 
reduce the s m b p i t i r s  in s t e m  matching. LeWlight conslrtcnry 
check la used to inemsre the confidence for matching wults. 
Pail-proeesiog helps remove the outliers and make original dense 
disparity map smooth and relhhlr The 1hrndimrnsion.l 
chmdrristies cm he reconstructed by perspective projection. 
Finally, the 3D image reeonsmrdon algorithm Is surcessfuUy 
applied to a micro mnolpulition system for cell image 
recoortruetioo by a simpler and more friendly way. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, due to the growth of micro-mschatranics 
technology, more emphasis has bcm placed on the micro manipulation 
techniques. In order to manipulate mino partlclcs well, thnc should be 
suitable senson to get the hee.dimsn%ional range infomatian to help 
usm perfom manipulation tasks. Vlsian i s  one of the most importlnt 
solsary modalities used for sensing the operating en~onment .  For 
example, AFM (atomic force microscope) and SEM ( % w i n g  electron 
microscope) are the most common used visual sensor in mino 
manipulation. Ncvsrthclcss due to the budget limitation, many 
research organizations cm no1 afford there expensive insr"ents. For 
such reasons, we would l i ke  10 propose a practical but much cheaper 
vision system for micro manipulation. The image acquisition 
i n s m "  is the most e m "  dolice: optical mimscope. Optical 
microscope images through huo CCD camms are used to r e m m c t  
the micra lcvcl3D images. The rewnnrmction results will k pressntsd 
as vimtal reality scene through a v h l  paphie mgine. The vimal 
ECSOO will assist a user 10 get more information and explore m i c  of 
the anginal s-e. 

Among the six steps of stereo vision [I], stereo matching is the 
most difficult problem The god of stereo matching i s  to solve 
comspondencc problsm. The corespondass problem can be stated 8s 
follows: for each point in the I& image, find the corresponding point 
in the tight image. To defermine a conjugate pair, it is nscessw to 
measure the similarity of the points. Thus, it is necessary to locate 
matchable features before stereo matching. Both edge features and 
region feahlres have been used in slerso matching. 

To solw the correspondence problcm many stereo algorithms 
have been proposed for y e m  [4,5,7,12,lX,19]. Matching tcchniqucs 
can be divided into area-based matching [21[91[20], feature-based 
matching [16], and a combination of them [3)[6]. The area-bared 
techniques attempt to fmd matches of feahrcr presented houghout 
the image, such as the intensity at each pixel 01 the correlation of a 
local window of intensities. The feature-based techniques a l l a p t  to 
fmd matches of sparser and morc abstract features, rather than 
matching tcxhrc regions in two images. 

Other types of stereo matching methods are also proposed for 
ycm.  lrhikawa and Geiger treated stereo matching problem as a 
global optimization problem that modeled occlusions, discontinuities 
and the cpipolar line interactions [XI .  They mapped the optimization 
problem to a maximumaow problem on a directed graph in B novel 
way and validated their idea to be pradcal. Ziht i t  and Kanads 
presented a wopmtivc algotithm for stereo matching [ZI] .  The tensor 
voting enables UT to perform complex computations associated with 
the formulation of the stereo problem at a reasanable cost. 

This papa a i m  to dcvclop a microscopic 3D image for a 
micm-manipulation system based on a binocular %lereo virion System. 
A new mcthod called "support value'' will be proposed lo  solve 
eamrpondencc problems. The algorithm mill be applied lo  a micro 
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manipulation system for cell image reconsmction. 

2 Stereo Matching Algorithm Development 
The Strrco matching worldlow is shwm schematically in Fig. 1. 

At first, epipolar lines are aligned to simplify the search range from 
two-dimension to one-dimension. Matching i s  driven from let7 to tight, 
and from right to left, in two separate but identical proccdmr. The 
matching candidates M selected by using a proposed criterion called 
"support value". During thc matching process, ordering consflaifit and 
uniqueness assumption M added to reduce the ambiguities and make 
the matching r e d $  more accurate. The determination of 
correspondence i s  bared an not only the cottvcntional mitetion 
"nasswrrslation" but 

~.l,.ID....DY,..Y, I.. 

Fig. 1 Flowchal of ~tereo  mstching algorithm 

2.1 Svpportvnlue 

The ori@d idear of support valuc come from the srmeturrs 
similarity of stereo image p a k .  I1 is deeply believed that m c t u r e ~  
k e  comen, features or other special smctures of the let7 eye image 
are similar to those of thc right eye image. The m c m e  mainly 
depends on ita nsighborhwd pireb. There should mist close 
nsighborhwd comlation of the srmcmc. In other words, while doing 
stnco matching tasks, its neighborhoad will contribute Some "cues" 
for the correct match. Therefore, we define a value called "Support 
Value" and a complete cntsrion in aid of stereo matching to realize the 
above idea. 

1. 
Support value calculation procedures arc as follows: 
Calculate local mean values of each local support. 
m ,  = +? ; / 2 ( ~ , 1 1  i .-, = h ( .  T ; / , ( j , j )  

k r h o l d  the local support to obtain the binary rmcme. 2. 
r / , ( i , j J > m , ,  S , ( i , j ) = l  elre S , ( i , j ) = O ;  

r . f , ( i . j J > m , ,  S , ( i , j J = l  else S . ( i , j ) = O  

3. Compare the binary smchre  and add scores to support value. 
For eoch S, and S, rlemenl, 

&(i, j )  = S, ( i ,  j ) ,  SV = SV + W ( i ,  j )  
Use suppmt value for candidate sclcction. 
Support valw is used to select the possible candidates. 

4. 

5. Det-e corresponding point using cross-correlation and 

support value. 
The candidate whose support value i s  maximum can be 
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considered 83 a gmd match. However, wmspondencs determination 
using only single criterion may lead to ermnsous results. H m  we 
adopt multiple criteria to avoid this rituatioa The support value is used 
to sclcct the matching candidate fun. and thm the wmbinatioo of 
wmlation and support value decides which one is the cnmsponding 
point. The cnmrpondence determination flowchan is described in Fig. 
2. 

Fig. 2 Correrpondencs det-ation flowchart 
The vdue of support value depends on the weightkg matrix The 

coefficient assignment will bave B p e a l  intluencr on the matching 
results. We wmmon used weighting matrices BIC listed in Fig. 3. In 
geoeral, equally weighted malrin trrats each neighbor in a fair sfate. 
Decreasing-order wcighted matrix neats each neighbor in another way. 
The window size of the support valw depends on the tcxhlle of 
matching areas. 

Fig. 3 a) Equally weighted  ma^, b) decreascsilrder weighted mattix 
2.2 Constlaink 

The comspoodence pmblem is ambiguous. Given B point ml in 
the left image, it may wrrespond to any point m2 in the right image. 
To solve the ambiguity, some constraints must be added to reduce the 
number ofpotential matches for any given point ml. 

Thc consmints used in the matching process of this papa are 
listed below: 

a). Epipolar wnsmint 
b). Disparity range wnsmint [ I O ]  

d). Continuity consmint [IS] 
C). UnjqUenClS C O N m h I  

e). Ordering E0"SUai"t 

2.3 Con~ls te~cy  Check 
After the proccss of I&-1-right matching and right-to-lefl 

matching, a mechanism needs to be established to validate the 
matching results. The most commonly used mechanism i s  IeFWright 
consistency check or bidirectional validation. Ia Fig. 4, it Grst 
compares the left-to-right results with the right-to-lsfl results, check 
their agreements, and then consider them as the comct matcbcs. At 
&st, this agrccmcot on matched points must be -1, but if i~ oflcn 
relaxed to allow 2 to 4-pixel disapment so that the disparity d a c e  
is allowed to incline rather thm psrpcndieular to Ihe emem axis. 

Although IeWright consistency check takes *cc wmputstion 
time, it indeed provider confidence for the disparity estimation and 
thmcdimsnrional coordinates calculation. lo this pap4  we adopt this 
strategy with i ts  relaxation to validate the matchlng resultr. 

cmr( maCh 

Fig. 4 Bi&Ctional validation (IcWright consistency check) 

2.4 Occlusion Detection 

Binocular half-occlusion points arc those that ax visiblc io one of 
the WO views but occluded in anotha view. Due to their importance in 
~ t m o  matching and subsequent interpretation tasks, a number of 
approaches hsvc been developed for dealing with ocelusian points. Fig. 
5 shows a simple example of binocular imaging system with occlusion 
sihlation. In such B situation, since there exist depth disconbnuiticr, the 
disparity cstimation within thcsc segments may lead to moncous 
results. 

A B C F U H  

0 ,  * - 0 ,  

b,> 

Fig. 5 Occlurion SiNation in binocular system 

According to certain geometric a s s ~ ~ ~ ~ p t i o ~  and comtmints, 
occlurion detection approaches can bc roughly divided into five 
approaches [SI. One Of these approaches is LefliRight Checking (LRC). 
Those points with incomi$tCnf IeWnghI checking are considwed the 
fake miteher and occlusion points. They need to be excluded in the 
subsequent processes of disparity cstimation. The disparities of 
occlusion areas are interpolated by neighboring mmct matches. 

2.5.1 Disparity E s H ~ t i o n  
Afler validation, the corrcspondulg pairs arc considered as comet 

matches. In order to &imate depth, the disparity nee& to be 
calculated firrt. Given a comsponding pair ( x , , ~ , )  and(x.,y,), yl 
must qu1 to y. due to the qipolar consmint. The left-based disparity 
or parallan is defined as x, -1,. while Le right-based disparity i s  

defined 8s 1, -1,. The parallax is the reason why human can 

perceive depth Through the brain activation. parallax will be 
m l a t e d  into distance sense for human to fell which is far and which 
i s  n e a ~  

After ~alculating all corresponding pairs, B dense disparity map 
cm bc obtained exccpt for the occlusion mas. A pseud-color map 
repmenls thc disparity image. In a disparity map, there are still Some 
a x a s  with UnLnown disparities. These areas are occlurion mas. The 
disparities of occlusion areas need to be interpalated to rscover the 
depth. Based on the disparity gradient limit, the disparities of 
occlusion areas must lie between the disparities of neighborhood areas. 
Here we adopt linear interpolation to ISCOYCI the lost disparities. 

2.5 Disparity ~ ~ t i t i m a t ~ o ~  3n R W O ~ S ~ ~ U C H O ~  

2.5.2 30 ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ t t ~ ~ t i ~ ~  
The geometry of binocular imaging system is shown in Fig. 6. 

The setup is WO identical camw6 separated in the x-direction by a 
basehe distance b. The image planes are coplanar in this case. For the 
model s h o w  in Fig. 6, evety feahlrc in one image will lie on the same 
mw in Le second image. In practice, there may be a vertical disparity 
due to the mimgismtion of the epipolar lines. Many formulations of 
binocular stem algorithm a s m e  zcm vcnical disparity. ' I b i s  is also 
adoptsd in this paper. 
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Fig. 6 Binocular imaging system sshlp 
In Fig. 6, the feahlre p int  P is observed at points pl and pt in the 

leR and right image planes, rcrpsctivcly. In g e n a l ,  we assum that 
thc migin of the world cwrdinate syrtsm coincides with the midpoint 
of the Icfl eamw center and the right camera center Therefore the 
I& camera center is located at and the fight c a m w  

cmter is located at b 

\.n= C m l C P  1."- c-fCF 

b [.? 0 01' ' 

[? 0 01'. 

Compving the similar bangles PMCb plLC~and PMC. and p,RCr 
we can obtain 

- ,  - ,  
combining the above two equations, we get :="f-=q, D : d i ~ * ~ , i ~ b : b o s e l i n e r :  focollength 

Thus, the depth at various scene points may be rccovercd by bowing 

From the above discussion, if a canjugate pair can be determined, 
the depth in world coordinate System 2 can be easily derived. 
bowing the depth Z. lhe X, Y coordinate in world coordinate system 
can be dRivsd uing perspective pmjcotion equations as 

(1, 

the disparity of corresponding feahue points. 

x .  b'(x, +=,I 
2 . k  -1,) 

3 Microscopic 3D Image Reconstruction 

3.1 Introduction to Micm-manipulation System 
The micro-manipulation system shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 

consists of a stsRo microscops, two 3-DOF robotic manipulators, a 
micrc-positioning platform. a mimeinjector, and a central computer. It 
in  desired to c o n m e t  a stereo vision system suitable for micro 
"ipulation. Minoscopic images captured by the Icfl and right CCD 
cameras are wed far ~tereo matching task. The algorithm mentioned in 
section 2 is wed to estimate the depth in the thrrc-dimensional s m c .  
With accurate d q t h  crtimation, the relative positions of the 
manip~Ia1or and objects can be easily obtained. The depth information 
will be s a t  to the central computer for path plannin~. The manipulator 
needs obrtaclc avoidance paths to rcach the destination in the process 
of transportation. The paths of the manipulston are planned 
beforehand via a fuzzy-bared obstacle avoidance algorithm [13]. The 
central computer will send inmctianr to the manipulator and the 
pinodrivm precision positioning mgc with a micro injector. The 
mechanism and cmeoller of the precision positioning sfage are 
designed by Lan Ill]. The robotic manipulator and the micro 
positioning stage are in charge of translating or assembling micro 

designed for automatic biecell injection. The system CM also be acted 
8s an "automated precise micro-arrmbly system" Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 
show the appeaancc and the architectme of the entire system, 

pdc les ,  even injecting p d c l e s  into cells. The mtirc systm i s  

respectively 
3 2  cell Image segmentation 

The texhlrclesr background will cause difficulticr while doing 
stereo matching tasks. Therefore, image segmentation needs to be dmc 
fust to d e t m b e  the cell positions and cootours. Instead of matching 

the mtirr image, only those pms having cells praceed stereo matching 
task. The backgmund will be discarded in Stereo matching. The cell 
image scgmmtation flow is shown in Fig. 9. Thc variance images are 
calculated fim for later binariration. An automatic thrrshold rclcction 
for image binariatian is adopted for separating the background and 
cells. The connected components labeling is used to group pixels into 
regions or objects. Finally, a b o u n d q  sxtraction algorithm is 
developed to determine the positions and conmm of cells. 

Fig. 7 Appearance of micro manipulation system 
...v .a ........... 

3.2.1 

Fig. 9 Cell scpmtatian flow 
Variance lrmge CsleulrHon 

Withomt IDEE of generality, there are much difference in image 
intensity betwem cells and background areas. Therefore, the variances 
near cell contow are always large. This pmperty can be utilized to 
detect the rough position of cells. A variance image, which calculates 
gray lmel variance of neighborhood io a specific range, i s  B 

normalized gray lcvel variance map that all variance valnes fall 
between 0 and 255. The definition ofvariance is 

m ' ( i ,  j) = ' y f,[,(s,,) - "(i, j ) ] '  
(2  x M + 1)' ,.,. ", / _ , ~ "  

where I(ij) means the gray level intensity in image caordinatc (ij), 
2M+I is the r a n g  of variance Window, and u(ij) is the average gray 
level intmrici in variance wbdow. which is defined as 
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3.2.2 Automatic Thrribold Sekt ion 
Using variaoce image, the rough poEition of cells can be 

recognized, but still imprecise enough. We adopt a nonpsramcuic and 
automatic threshold sslsctioo for separating objects from backpund.  
An optimal thrsshold is sslsacd by the discriminant critsrion, namely, 
to maximize the separability of the resultant cla~ses in gray levels. The 
algorithmispropasedby Om [l7. 

Once the optimal threshold i s  sdntcd,  objects can be separated 
from badigmund This the psitiom of objects can be detsrmioed 

3.2.3 Connected Compooeots LsbelInb 

After separating background from objects ruceasfully, sonnested 
components labeling is used to count the numb of object. Connected 
eomponcnts labeling is an image processing technique that can make a 
unit change from pixels to ~epiom or segmyu. It sans an image and 
groups its pixels into connected eamprmsnts based on pixel 
connectivity. Namely, a11 pixels in a connected component share 
similar pixel intensity values and are connected to each other in the 
same way. Once all p u p s  have been dctcrmined, cach pixel i s  labelsd 
with B color according to the component it was assigned. 

3.2.4 BDundsry Eitractioo 
Given each object a unique label, the initial p i t i o n  of Le object 

can be estimated by Calalatiog its centroid, but the exaa boundary i s  
still unlmown. In order to obtain a complnc contour, a boundary 
cxImctirm dgwithm proposcd by Liu 1141 is used to cxfract the exact 
boundary The algorithm modifies cham w d s  method with specific 
searching orders. The wditional chain code always search for the 
same direction, while this algorithm searches the next boundary pixel 
in certain direcfions. 

automatically 

Dlrsction is dcfhned and given by 
direcfio$[ml= (x[m],y[ml) - (8m - I],y[m - 11) 

where m i s  the index of the cumnt point and m - 1 is the index of 
the previous point. Fig. 10 shows the definition of Le direction for 
boundary cxwction and tbe corresponding eight-neighbor pixels. 

Fig. 10 Definition of durction and carrcsponding eight-neighbor 
pixels 

In a regular chain-code method, the search direction of the next 
pixel always begins at direction 0 and follows cloclovine. However, the 
searching direction of the boundary following algorithm is according 
to the fallo*ing des:  

If dvection ii(i -I),then the nut point i s  Pi+5, for0 t i < 3  

If direction is( i -1). thcn thensxt point is Pi.?. for3 <i  c 8  
Rule i : 

Once the staRlng paint is searched again, the boundary cxtraehon 
procedure is accomplished. 
3.3 3D Reeonstruction of Microscopic Cell Images 

The procedurs of 3D reconirmction of cell images is shown in 
Fig. I I .  The stereo cell image pairs will be preprocessed for epipalar 
linc a l i g m "  01 noix -oval. After surcesifully scgmenthg the cell 
part h m  the background, the corresponding relation of each blob and 
its b o u n d q  information will be reeordcd for next process. The stereo 
matching schrms will confinuc until all cell pans a x  matched. 
Post-processing, such as IsW~ght consistency check, isolated pixel 
removal, and intapolation, will be done aflcr s tem matching scheme. 
Finally, the dense disparity map and 3D cell imager will be displayed 
on the monitoring system. 

The achlal three-dimensional coordinates in world coordinate 
system addressed in the previous seetirm needs to be modified sincc 
the microscope I camera adapter combination i s  more complex than a 
single camera. = r.8 i s  modified by substitoting the effectiw 

D 

, 1 w..; ..,,.... ".," .. ,....,.,,. ". 
81.1.0 

1D C . I l I m . l .  01.*1.y 

Fig. I 1  Flowchart of 3D reconrrmctioo of cell images 

4 Experimental Results 
4.1 Traditional Stem, Image T e t  

The stereo image pain that have been rectified in advance are 
obtained from CMU image database [22]. The main hardwa- includes 
a pcnonal wmputsr with blcl Pcntium 4.18 GHz, 256 MB DDR 
RAM, and the optical system of the mi- manipulation system. 

'"Pentagon" is ail1 used far 3D image re~~nrrmction. Due 10 the 
disparity range conswint mentioned in recfion 2.2, a proper disparity 
search range mvsl be decided. The technique we adopt is to chmsc the 
disparity search range that m i m i r e s  the bidixctirmal validation 
comct ratio. AS show in Fig. 12, the disparity search range 10 
obtains a maximum correct ratio (95.19%). thus we use (IO, -10) for 
search in the object window. In other words, if the point i s  P(x,y) in 
the reference image, we will search from P(x-l0,y) to P'(xtl0,y) in 
the object image 10 dMs-c the ben match since it i s  an 
one-dimenrional search 

I IY 10 I 40 30 m -- 
Fig. 12 Disparity range YS. corrsct ratio 

The stereo matching p-etm M listed klow: support value 
window 13x13, support value q m l l y  weighted weighting ma& 
dispariry search range 10--10. 7 h c  I&-to-right and right-to-left 
matching r e d t s  ail1 be validated by Ieflfright wminency check Only 
the comistent onss M sonsidered as correct matches. Fig. 13 is the 
result of bikdirectional validation. It shows fhat ma* matches (86.42%) 

geafer than one pixel is only 1.23%. It provides more wnfidsncs for 

Afier bidirectional validation, the maxiam and -mum 
disparity i s  [IO, -91, and this is v"y close to the gmund rmth disparity 
range [8, -81 recorded in the document [7]. The ~cclusirm weas in the 
IcI7 and right image M Shown in Fig. 14. 

M consistent without relaratiaq wen the case that thc emor rate is 

later disparity esrimation. 
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Fis. 13 Validation result analvsis 

Fig. 14 a). Right occlusion area, b). Lcfl occlusion area 
The d m x  disparity map will be sequentially processed by 

isolated pixel removaL smoothing, and inlaplation lo  maLc up the 
disparities of the occlusion area. The final disparity map in m y  level 
and pxudo color representation i s  s h a m  in Fig. 15.The brighter color 
mcam the @er disparity value, while the darker color means the 
smaller disparity value. Thus, we can tell the pentagon i s  higher than 
i ts  sunoundings. Table I is the comparison of different stereo 
matching metbodr, and the  result^ show that the proposed method can 
obtain bcner performance than other methods 

Fig. 15 (a) Disparity map &a post-pracersing, (b)pseudo color 

Table I Comparison of pentagon stereo (a) Cox's method [4], (b) 
Rnv'r method 1181, (c). Sun's method 02 1191, (d) olrr method 

disparity map 

. _ .  
reveals fine Srmcfures of pentagon, even the small details. Howcvecr, 
the three-dimensional scene CM not be reconmcted due to lacking of 
image acquisition device i d o m t i o n ,  such as focal length, baseline 
information. 

Fig. 16 3D image reconmuction result (pcntagon) 
4.2 Microscopic Images Test 

The optical systsm of the micra manipulation syrtcm includes B 
stereo light microscope, two CCD em-, WO h m c  grabbm, and B 

vidco distributed amplifia. The stereo image pairs arc acquired using 

WO CCD -eras anached to the stereo light microscope with 
sfandard eptical adaptns. Thus, the microscope / camma adapter 
combination is more complex than the traditional binocular stereo 
s y s t e m  The stereo light microscope we use is Olympus SW 12, and 
the CCD cameras an Minrmn 8065CB. 

The cells we use fm microscopic image recaosrmction arc 
osteoblasts and ostMclaN of mice. The osteoblasts are cells which aid 
the and development of bones, while the ~ s t e o c l i ~ t s  an cells 
which aetivsly reabsorb old or fatigued bone so that new bone may be 
replaced by osteoblast cell% Osteoblast cells will clustsr togsther and 

the ostwblast cells several times and have diameter from 20 p m to 
100 p m  The image segmentation algorithm will bc tcstsd using 
osteoblast and osteaelart microscopic images. 

Osteoblast cells are used to test Ihe a l g o r i h .  Fig.17 and Fig.18 
show the himpm ofthe lefl variance images and the lefl eye image, 
respectively. The red arrow indicates the suitable Ihxshold calculated 
by tbs algmithm mentioned in section 3.2.2. Therefore, Ihc boundary 
exhaction algorithm can be applied to the cell pans. Fig. 19 illustrates 
the good performance afmclong boundaries of cells. 

finally produce 05teOClBst cells. osvoclast cells are llsually larger than 

. .. ._ . . 

Fig. 18 Lee cyc image of osteoblast cells a). Original image b). 
binarilud image 

______I 

Fig. 19 Boundary extraction result 
Various boundary exfraction results are listed in Table 2. The 

results show the robustness and fitness of boundary exmction 

Table 2 Various boundary cxwction results 
algorithm to different images. 



MP~Ac the lefl-bared and right-based matching results. AAn 
post-processing, the pseudosolor di3parity map is shown in Fig. . Fig. 
21 is the front e e w  of 3D image reco~~~mction result. The fine 
S~TWNRS of rclls an also shown in Fig. 22. 

Fig. 20 Pseudowlor dispariry map 

Fig. 2 I Front view of 3D image reconmction results 

Fig. 22 Flnc mchlrcs of CSIII 

5 Conclusions 

In orda to C O ~ S ~ ~ E I  a stcrso vision ,sytem for micro 
manipulation, a complctc and practical procedure is constructed to 
reach the god. It can be divided into two main tasks. Gm is stereo 
matching methodology, the othcr is cell image segmentation technique. 

Tbe exppcrimcots obfain successful 3D image reconstruction 
results. It validates the feasibility of combining the imags 
segmcntalion techniques with stereo matching methodology to do 3D 
reconshuction of microscopic ccU images. The estimated position and 
contow lnfarmation will help manipulation process B lot. More 
complex manipulation ~ ~ O C ~ S S C S  such 8s Wansportation, assembly, or 
injection can be perfomed with the auxiliary vision " a t i o n .  
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